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Abstract
Social distancing is important to slow the community spread of infectious disease, but it creates
enormous economic and social cost. Thus, it is important to quantify the benefits of different
measures. We study the ban of mass gatherings, an intervention with comparably low cost. We
exploit exogenous spatial and temporal variation in NBA and NHL games — which arise due to the
leagues’ predetermined schedules — and the suspension of the 2019-20 seasons. This allows us to
estimate the impact of indoor mass gatherings on COVID-19 mortality in affected US counties. One
additional mass gathering increased the cumulative number of COVID-19 deaths in affected counties
by 9 percent.
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1. Introduction
Due to the lack of vaccines and effective antiviral drugs, countries have to rely on a set of nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPI) in response to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.
The goal of these measures is to prevent a sharp peak in infections, to take pressure off healthcare systems,
and ultimately to save lives. In addition to careful hygiene and mandatory face masks, social distancing is
perhaps the most important NPI (Cowling & Aiello 2020). Since maintaining physical distance inevitably
creates enormous economic and social cost, it is crucial to quantify the benefits of different measures to
stop the pandemic.
One important public policy to promote physical distancing is to ban mass gatherings (Memish et al.
2019).1 Such events may foster the transmission of contagious disease as a result of large crowds being in
close contact, often for extended periods of time. A temporary mass gathering ban is relatively cheap and
easy to implement compared to, for example, school and workplace closures. In response to the spread
of SARS-CoV-2, the pathogen leading to COVID-19, several prominent events have been canceled or
postponed, even before widespread quarantine measures were enacted (McCloskey et al. 2020). These
include religious, cultural, and sporting events.
We quantify how National Basketball Association (NBA) and National Hockey League (NHL) games
have contributed to the spread of COVID-19 in the United States.2 Both leagues play exclusively in
indoor venues, which present a high-risk setting for infectious disease transmission. Before play was
suspended on March 12, up to 12 games per league with an average audience of about 18,000 people
were held per day. We analyze how much games held between March 1 and March 11 have contributed
to the community spread of COVID-19 in counties surrounding NBA and NHL venues. Since the game
schedules were determined long before the first COVID-19 case became public, their spatial and temporal
distribution should be unrelated to the initial spread of COVID-19 in the US.3 In fact, we can show that
game schedules are not correlated with observable county characteristics, and that ticket sales did not
systematically change until the NBA and NHL suspended play. While we do not have data on actual
game attendance, we note that any no-show behavior would imply that our estimates are conservative
1The World Health Organization (WHO) describes a mass gathering as “a planned or spontaneous event where the number
of people attending could strain the planning and response resources of the community or country hosting the event. The
Olympic Games, The Hajj, and other major sporting, religious, and cultural events are all examples of a mass gathering.”
2We focus on NBA and NHL because their seasons were ongoing when COVID-19 broke out. The National Football
League (NFL) was in offseason and Major League Baseball (MLB) in spring training, which involves scrimmage games in
smaller ballparks held in Arizona and Florida.
3The first known case in the US was a man in Washington State who returned January 15, 2020 from Wuhan. The NBA
2019/20 schedule had been released on August 12, 2019, the NHL schedule on June 25, 2019.
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and the true effect on COVID-19 mortality perhaps much higher.4
Our results suggest that one additional indoor mass gathering between March 1 and 11 in the form
of an NBA or NHL game increased the cumulative number of COVID-19 cases (measured on April 30,
2020) in affected counties by at least 243 per one million population (p < 0.01) or 8.3 percent, and the
number of COVID-19 deaths per million by 13 (p < 0.01) or 8.9 percent. These effects are larger in
densely populated areas and in colder regions. We conclude that banning indoor mass gatherings has
an enormous potential to save lives. This is especially important given that such measures are relatively
easy and cheap to implement.
Our results contribute to the literature evaluating the role of mass gatherings in the spread of infectious
disease, and the benefits of social distancing more generally. In a recent survey, Nunan & Brassey (2020)
conclude that the impact of mass gatherings on COVID-19 is still poorly understood. Until now, evidence
comes almost solely from case reports. For other infectious diseases there is more evidence, but mostly
in the form of retrospective observational studies (Rainey et al. 2016, Hoang & Gautret 2018, Karami
et al. 2019). The best available evidence suggests that multiple-day events with crowded communal
accommodations are most associated with increased risk of infection (Nunan & Brassey 2020). Two
papers relate sport events to local seasonal influenza mortality. Stoecker et al. (2016) show that NFL team
appearances in the Super Bowl caused a 18 percent increase in flu mortality in the population over age
65, and Cardazzi et al. (2020) find that US cities which get to host a professional sports team experience
an increase in local influenza mortality by an estimated 4 to 24 percent. We are not aware of any
design-based estimation of the impact of any mass gatherings on the community spread of COVID-19.5
Other NPIs have received more attention in the context of COVID-19. These studies differ with
respect to outcomes, interventions, and geographic coverage. Gupta et al. (2020) demonstrate how
different state- and county-level measures that aim at fostering social distancing have affected people’s
mobility. The authors proxy mobility with cell signal data, and find SIPOs to have the largest mobilityreducing impact. Two studies examine the impact of SIPOs on COVID-19 cases and deaths. Dave,
Friedson, Matsuzawa & Sabia (2020) exploit variation in SIPOs across time and all US states. Their
results suggest that approximately three weeks following the adoption of a SIPO, cumulative COVID-19
cases fell by 44 percent. Friedson et al. (2020) focus on California, which was the first state to enact
a SIPO. Using a synthetic control design, they find that California’s SIPO reduced cases by 125.5 per
4Evidence from Belarusian soccer, which did not suspend play, indicates that sports attendance did decline somewhat in the
early stages of COVID-19 (Reade et al. 2020).
5A notable contribution is Mangrum & Niekamp (2020), who present evidence that college student travel contributed to
the spread of COVID-19. Their estimates show that counties with more early spring break students had higher confirmed case
growth rates than counties with fewer early spring break students.
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100,000 population and deaths by 1,661. All these papers use difference-in-differences designs,6 which
Goodman-Bacon & Marcus (2020) provide a critical account of in the context of evaluating NPIs.
Extensive work has focused on previous pandemics. However, the majority of these studies are
descriptive in nature. Studying the 1918 influenza pandemic, Markel et al. (2007), Bootsma & Ferguson
(2007), and Hatchett et al. (2007), for example, find a strong correlation between excess mortality and
how early public health measures were enacted in US cities. It is difficult to infer causality from these
results, since NPIs are not exogenous and may be enacted in response to preexisting trends in death rates.
Barro (2020) attempts to account for this endogeneity by using the distance to army ports in Boston as
instrumental variables for NPI introduction. He argues that, because the influenza spread from Boston to
other US cities, the farther away cities are from Boston, the more time they had to react and implement
NPIs. Barro finds no effect on overall deaths, but that the ratio of peak to average deaths decreased (i.e., a
flatter curve). Chapelle (2020) finds a similar pattern using a difference-in-differences model exploiting
differences in the timing of NPI introduction. He claims that the lack of herd immunity in subsequent
years offset the initial reduction in deaths during the peak of the pandemic, which led to an overall zero
effect on deaths.
For recent influenza waves, there is some suggestive evidence that school closures (e.g., Earn 2012,
Wheeler et al. 2010) and workplace social distancing (e.g., Ahmed et al. 2018, Miyaki et al. 2011) may
be associated with lower disease transmission. However, this literature consists mostly of small case
studies on scheduled school closures (for example, during holidays) or single firms. Viner et al. (2020)
conclude that school closures were largely ineffective in controlling past Coronavirus outbreaks (i.e.,
SARS and MERS).
The cost of school and workplace closures are massive. For example, Sadique et al. (2008) estimate
that school closures in the US could cost up to £1.2 billion per week. In the early stages of COVID-19,
Alexander & Karger (2020) find that people already traveled 9 percent less and made 13 percent fewer
visits to non-essential businesses. Their preliminary evidence suggests that consumer spending for over
1 million small US business may be reduced by 40 percent. In a recent survey, respondents reported
average wealth losses due to COVID-19 of about $33,000 (Coibion et al. 2020). However, Greenstone
& Nigam (2020) find that even a moderate form of social distancing (i.e., isolation of suspect cases and
their family members and social distancing of the elderly) can reduce COVID-19 fatalities by almost
1.8 million over the next 6 months, amounting to economic benefits of almost $8 trillion. Similarly,
6There are also a number of non-US studies. Fang et al. (2020) study the case of Wuhan (China), and Hsiang et al. (2020)
study localities within China, France, Iran, Italy, South Korea, and the US.
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Thunström et al. (forthcoming) estimate the potential benefits of social distancing at around $5.2 trillion.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our data sources. In Section 3,
we present our estimation strategy. Sections 4 and 5 report the main results and a heterogeneity analysis.
Section 6 presents results from in-space placebo tests. Section 7 reports different sensitivity checks.
Section 8 provides concluding comments. Additional figures and tables we delegate to a Web Appendix.

2. Data
Our estimation sample consists of 38 counties which host either a NBA or a NHL venue, or both, and all
their 204 neighboring counties. A venue county together with its adjacent counties we call a ‘perimeter’
(see Figure 1). For all affected venue and perimeter counties, we collect information on COVID-19 cases
and related deaths.7 In Appendix Figure A.1, we show the number of cases (panel a) and deaths (panel
b) per million population measured on March 13 (indicated by the left scatter) and on April 30 (the
right scatter) for each venue county, grouped by state, in our data. Additionally, we compute the average
number of cases and deaths across each set of neighboring counties. The highest increases are in Essex
County, NJ; Orleans Parish, LA; and Suffolk County, MA.
To generate our treatment variable, we use information on NBA and NHL games played between
March 1 and March 11.8 During this time span, 78 NBA games (on average about 7 per day) and 57 NHL
games (on average 5 per day) were played in US venues. Both leagues suspended all remaining games
for the 2019/20 season indefinitely on March 12. The NBA canceled two games right before tip-off
on March 11: Utah Jazz at Oklahoma City Thunder, where Utah player Rudy Gobert tested positive
for COVID-19 prior to the game, and New Orleans Pelicans at Sacramento Kings, due to a suspected
infection involving a referee who was part of the officiating crew in a Utah Jazz game earlier the same
week.
To generate covariates, we collect county-level data on population by age, sex, and ethnicity from the
2016 US census provided by the National Bureau of Economic Research.9 To stratify our analysis, we
use, among others, information on population density, climate, and the timing of SIPOs. The information
7The information on COVID-19 cases and deaths up to April 30, 2020 is obtained from a database maintained
by The New York Times, which collects county-level information from reports of state and local health agencies (see
nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html). In our main analysis, we exclude New York City.
Data on COVID-19 cases and deaths are not available for city boroughs separately. Adjacent counties in New Jersey and New
York are coded as affected by games in New York City.
8The information on NBA games is scraped from Basketball Reference (see basketball-reference.com). Data on NHL
games are collected from Hockey Reference (see hockey-reference.com). Since we focus on US territory, we disregard 16
NHL games played in Canada. No NBA game was played in Toronto during the relevant time span.
9Data are available at data.nber.org/seer-pop/desc/.
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on county land area is collected from the US Census Bureau.10 Historical climate data on the countylevel, including data on April temperatures, are collected from the National Centers for Environmental
Information.11 Finally, information on the introduction of SIPOs on the state level is taken from Dave,
Friedson, Matsuzawa & Sabia (2020). Descriptive statistics for all variables used in our empirical
analysis by county type are presented in Appendix Table A.1.

3. Estimation Strategy
In our estimation analysis, we aim to explain the cumulative number of COVID-19 infections and deaths
in a given county c located in state s, affected by venue v. Our sample comprises two types of counties,
those which host an NBA or NHL venue (hereafter venue county) and those adjacent to a venue county.
This sample definition provides us with a clear match between each county c and venue v. The dependent
variable, COVID-19 deathsc(s),v , is defined as the cumulative number of COVID-19 deaths in county c
(measured on April 30, 2020) per one million population. The average death rate in venue counties is
211.3 with a standard deviation of 329.7 (see Appendix Table A.1).
The explanatory variable of primary interest, gamesc(s),v , varies across venues and measures the
cumulative number of games (NBA and NHL) at venue v between March 1 and 11. Starting from March
12, both leagues suspended their seasons and all games were canceled.12 On average, there were 12.3
games, with considerable variation to exploit. The number of games varies between 0 and 16, with a
standard deviation of 3.52. This set-up translates to the following estimation model:
COVID-19 deathsc(s),v = β · gamesc(s),v + Xc δ +

Õ

γs + εc(s),v,

(1)

where Xc are county-level controls, and γs are state fixed-effects. Our county-level controls comprise
population density and the sex-race-age distribution. We refrain from estimating venue fixed effects, as
we observe 75 counties which are affected by events held at more than one team or venue. We estimate
model (1) with county population weights.
Our main parameter of interest is β, which captures the impact of an additional mass gathering due
to a NBA or NHL game on the cumulative number of COVID-19 deaths. Given that the game schedules
were determined long before the first COVID-19 case became public, there should be no correlation
between gamesc(s),v and the error term εc(s),v . This identifying assumption is supported by the fact that
10Data are available at https://data.census.gov/cedsci.
11The NOAA’s Climate Divisional Database is available at data.nodc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/iso?id=gov.noaa.ncdc:C00005.
12Prior to that only two games on March 11 were canceled. In both cases, players were tested/suspected for COVID-19.
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the number of games does not correlate with observed county characteristics (see Appendix Table A.2).
There are three potential issues in regards to the interpretation of our estimate. First, there could be
anticipation effects, in the sense that people may increasingly had refrained from visiting games prior
to the lockdown. This would lead to an attenuation bias, which implies that our estimate is a lower
bound of the actual effect. Unfortunately we do not have data on game attendance, but we can show that
ticket sales did not systematically change before suspension of play (see Appendix Figure A.2). Second,
our results can only speak to US counties that either host or are adjacent to a sports venue. These are
primarily urban regions, where disease may spread more rapidly than in lesser populated areas. Also,
there may be spillovers to counties not in the data that we cannot account for. Although we know little
about whether fans travel inter-state for sports games, secondary infections, in particular, may cause the
virus to spread beyond our perimeters. This again implies that our findings are conservative estimates.
Third, for now we assume that an additional game has the same effect on each county. This may be a
strong assumption, because there are substantial disparities in land area and population density across
counties. To account for this heterogeneity, we provide separate estimates for low and high population
density areas in Section 5.

4. Main Estimation Results
Our estimation results are summarized in Table 1. We estimate the model in equation (1) both on the
cumulative number of COVID-19 cases (panel A) and deaths (panel B) per one million population. We
find a significant positive effect of the number of mass gatherings on both of these outcomes. Our most
conservative estimates (column 4) indicate that each additional mass gathering between March 1 and 11
increased cases by 243 per one million and deaths by approximately 13 per million population. These
are substantial effects. Compared to the average case and death rates across the counties in the data,
our estimates correspond to increases of 8.3 percent and 8.9 percent per game, respectively. Both are
statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
These findings are robust across different specifications. In column (1), we show the unconditional
relationship between cases/deaths and games. In column (2), we introduce state fixed effects. In
column (3), we additionally include a binary indicator capturing whether the county hosts a venue, the
population density, and the shares of non-whites, people above 60 years of age, and females in the
population. In column (4), we alternatively use the full interacted sex-race-age distribution, defined as a
set of 16 variables capturing the share of sex g, of race h, and in age-group i in the population; where h
is white or non-white, and i is 0–19, 20–39, 40–59, or 60+. This is our preferred specification. When
6

analyzing deaths in panel B, columns (3) to (4), we additionally control for the number of confirmed
cases by March 13. Our covariates do not have causal interpretations, hence we refrain from interpreting
them.
In Figure 2, we provide an overview on the dynamics underlying these effects. The horizontal axis
measures time from March 1 to April 30. The black squares capture the cumulative number of games
(NBA plus NHL) before the leagues suspended play on March 12, which is indicated by the red line.
The hollow circles measure the estimated effect of an additional game on the cumulative number of
COVID-19 cases (Panel A) and deaths (Panel B) on each day between March 13 and April 30. Each
estimate comes from a separate regression, with the dependent variable being measured on different
days. The right-most estimate is our baseline. A priori, we expect effects to be strongest around 3 weeks
after the shutdown. This is precisely what we find. The effect of games starts to pick up around March 28
and increases at a decreasing rate since then. This is true for both cases and deaths. Furthermore, we see
that cases respond sooner than deaths, which makes sense given the natural lag between diagnosis and
death. In terms of magnitudes, estimates for COVID-19 deaths (cases) range between −0.007 (−0.083)
on March 13 and 13.168 (242.823) on April 30.

5. Heterogeneity
So far, we have established that mass gatherings in early March increased COVID-19 deaths in counties
surrounding NBA and NHL venues by 8.9 percent per game. Additionally, we are interested whether there
is heterogeneity in these effects by county characteristics. In Figure 3, we therefore stratify our sample
by population density, ethnic composition (measured by the share of Black people in the population),
average temperature, and policy responsiveness (i.e., when SIPOs were first introduced). We split each
variable by its sample median and repeat our regressions from above. In Panel (a) we consider cases, in
Panel (b) deaths. Due to the smaller sample sizes, we report 90 percent confidence intervals.
Effects are stronger in areas with high population density. This is to be expected; where people live
close to one another, the risk of transmission is greatly increased. In less densely populated areas, the
effect of mass gatherings is close to zero and statistically insignificant. This is true for both cases and
deaths. In contrast, we do not find different effects if we split the sample by the share of Black people
in the population. This is surprising, given that early reports in the medical literature suggest that Black
people tend to be affected more strongly by COVID-19 than other ethnic groups (e.g., Yancy 2020).
In terms of temperature, we find that colder areas clearly drive our effects. In counties with belowmedian temperatures, the effect on deaths is almost five times as high as in the baseline. This is in line with
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the idea that the virus replicates more easily in lower-temperature conditions, while higher temperatures,
and in particular sunlight, may offer protection against infection (Slusky & Zeckhauser 2020). However,
the literature has not yet reached consensus whether this is indeed the case for COVID-19. While some
early reports from China document a negative correlation between temperature and COVID-19 spread
(e.g., Wang et al. 2020), others find no such (or even a positive) connection (e.g., Yao et al. 2020, Ma
et al. 2020). Note that, because we consider indoor mass gatherings, temperature plays a lesser role
for primary infections, but it may be important in determining the extent of secondary and subsequent
infections. Finally, we do not find any meaningful effect heterogeneity by how early states enacted SIPO
orders. We assume that this is because SIPO timing measures two countervailing effects; while SIPOs
reduce disease transmission, early-adopter states may also be more strongly hit by the pandemic.

6. In-space Placebo Tests
If our estimations results indeed measure the effect of sports games on COVID-19 deaths, we should not
find systematic effects on deaths in counties that are not exposed to sports games. Therefore, we suggest
an in-space placebo test using continental US counties outside our sample to validate our results.13 We
think of this as randomly reassigning venues to counties not in our data (i.e., the white-colored counties
in Figure 1), and repeating our estimations from above. To construct this hypothetical scenario, we
identify counties that are similar in observables to our venue counties. Essentially, we approach this by
estimating conditional propensities to host a venue for each county, and then look for nearest-neighbor
pairs in terms of these propensity scores. We then construct perimeters around each placebo county,
similar to our main sample.14 This gives us a sample of 37 placebo venue counties, and 145 adjacent
counties. The results of this exercise are in Figure 4. To show how estimates change over time, we repeat
our rolling window estimates from before. We find robust zero effects on both cases and deaths.
As a second placebo test, we include the cumulative number of a team’s away games in our baseline
specification. This variable should have no influence on the COVID-19 transmissions in the home venue
county and its perimeter. We can confirm this. If we estimate such a regression, the coefficient on the
cumulative number of away games is insignificant (p = 0.43). We do not show this estimation output
due to space constraints, but it is available upon request.
13Note since our treatment is defined in a cross-sectional spirit, the spatial distribution of venues is the only possible variation
we can use to perform a placebo test. In particular, it is not possible to do in-time placebo tests within our estimation sample,
since there is serial correlation in COVID-19 cases/deaths, and any effect we measure in these counties will always pick up the
treatment effect too.
14Each non-venue county can appear in only one placebo perimeter.
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7. Sensitivity Checks
To assess the sensitivity of our findings, we replicate our main analysis using different estimation samples,
estimation weights, and inference methods. First, we modify our estimation sample by omitting each state
once and estimating effects for all remaining states. This exercise is in the spirit of jacknife resampling;
it should reveal whether individual states have enough leverage to drive our estimates. We obtain 31
different leave-one-out estimation samples, the estimates based on those samples are summarized in
Appendix Figure A.3. Panel A shows the estimated coefficients for the cumulative number of COVID-19
cases on April 30. All estimated coefficients are statistically significant and have overlapping 95 percent
confidence intervals. Panel B shows the estimated coefficients for the cumulative number of COVID-19
deaths. With one exception, all coefficients are statistically significant, and confidence intervals are again
overlapping.
We want to point out two observations. First, omitting California leads to wider confidence intervals.
This can be explained by the fact that a substantial number of counties in our sample are located in
California (26 counties or 10.74 percent). If we reduce the sample in such a substantial manner, our
estimate is still positive but not statistically significant at the 5 percent level. Second, omitting New
York reduces the estimated effect size from 13 deaths (243 cases) to 7.6 deaths (109 cases). The
estimated coefficients are still statistically significant at the 5.1 (deaths) and 5.4 (cases) percent levels,
and the corresponding confidence intervals overlap with those resulting from the other restricted samples.
Overall, we conclude that our findings are not driven by a certain state.
Second, we repeat our analysis without population-weighting the regressions. For the cumulative
number of COVID-19 cases, we obtain larger coefficients with larger standard errors (see Panel A.1 in
Appendix Figure A.4). For the cumulative number of COVID-19 deaths, the coefficients hardly change,
but standard errors increase somewhat (see Panel A.2 in Web Appendix Figure A.4). For both outcomes,
the overall pattern is comparable to our weighted baseline estimates.
Third, we present our baseline estimates with clustered standard errors at the state-level. In our
baseline estimation, we refrained from clustering (Cameron & Miller 2015), since we have a rather low
number of clusters and some clusters have only few observations (see Figure 1). It is reassuring that our
estimates on the cumulative number of COVID-19 deaths remain highly statistically significant if we use
clustered standard errors at the state-level (see Panel B.2 in Appendix Figure A.4). For the cumulative
number of COVID-19 cases (see Panel B.1 in Appendix Figure A.4), clustered standard errors lead to a
drop in statistical significance. The estimates are now only significant at the 14 percent level. However,
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deaths are clearly the more reliable and important outcome. Overall, we are confident that our estimates
indeed measure a causal effect of indoor mass gatherings on COVID-19 mortality.

8. Policy Conclusions
In this paper, we present estimates for the impact of mass gatherings in the form of NBA or NHL games
on the community spread of COVID-19. We find that one additional game increased the cumulative
number of COVID-19 deaths in affected US counties by 8.9 percent. We conclude that banning mass
gatherings is an effective NPI to slow the spread of COVID-19. We suggest that public health officials
recommend canceling or postponing mass gatherings during the COVID-19 pandemic and other future
pandemics.
While the benefits of banning mass gatherings are tremendous, the cost are likely low. Estimates in
NBA circles suggest, for example, that each game yields an average $1.2 million in gate revenue.15 This
figure comprises all game-day revenue, including tickets and concessions, but excludes revenues from
TV and sponsoring deals, and the resulting consumer surplus. The latter two components might not be
lost if games are played without audience. More importantly, however, the opportunity cost of banning
sports games are likely much lower than those of other NPIs. While it is inevitable that some jobs may
be lost in the process, we believe that the resulting human capital loss is orders of magnitude smaller
than what we would expect from, for example, school or workplace closures.
A major limitation of our study is that we cannot speak to outdoor mass gatherings. Recent evidence
suggests that COVID-19 is primarily transmitted via aerosols (Morawska & Cao 2020, Bourouiba 2020),
which implies that indoor gatherings carry a particularly high risk for infection. Outdoor events, especially
when certain safety protocols (minimum physical distance, mandatory masks, etc.) are established, may
be less risky. There is first evidence, for example, that the 2020 Black Lives Matter protests in the US
did not lead to in increase in COVID-19 cases and deaths (Dave, Friedson, Matsuzawa, Sabia & Safford
2020). Since the two other major US sports leagues, the National Football League (NFL) and Major
League Baseball (MLB), are played primarily in open arenas, an interesting avenue for future research
would be to test whether disease transmission is indeed lower when our design is applied to these two
leagues.

15See, for example, nbcsports.com/chicago/bulls/report-nba-could-lose-nearly-500-million-ticket-revenue-without-gam
accessed June 9, 2020.
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Figure 1 — NBA and NHL venues and adjacent countries in the United States
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Notes: This map provides an overview on the counties we use in our analysis. Counties where venues are located are marked with red dots. The light-gray shaded counties are adjacent to either a
NBA or a NHL venue, the dark-gray shaded counties are in the perimeter of both a NBA and a NHL venue.

Figure 2 — Estimated effect of sport games on confirmed deaths and cases.
(a) Reported cases per million population
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(b) Reported deaths per million population
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Notes: The squares indicate the cumulative number of games (NBA plus NHL) before suspension of the leagues (red vertical
line). The hollow circles give the estimated effect of one additional game on the cumulative number of COVID-19 cases
(Panel A) and deaths (Panel B) on each day between March 13 and April 30. Each estimate comes from a separate regression,
with the dependent variables being measured on different days, and the control variables being the same as in column (4) of
Table 1.
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Figure 3 — Treatment effect heterogeneity
(a) Reported cases per million population
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(b) Reported deaths per million population
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Notes: We replicate our results in sub-samples defined by the median of the respective stratification variable. Estimates base on
county level population density are based on the split along the median of the population density distribution of all 242 counties
in our data. The county level share of African American population was calculated using 2016 US census data provided by the
National Bureau of Economic Research. The third sample split is based on the maximum temperature in April for the 20 most
recent years, 1998 − 2019. low indicates counties below the median of this long-term temperature median, high indicates above
the median. Finally, we split along the median of days statewide SIPO regulations were in place by April 30, source: Dave,
Friedson, Matsuzawa & Sabia (2020). States without statewide SIPO regulations (MA, MN, OK, TN, and UT) are coded 0.
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Table 1 — Impact of pre-scheduled mass gatherings on COVID-19 infections and death rate
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Panel A. Cumulative number of confirmed COVID-19 infections per million populationa
Cum. number of games
243.745
305.815**
283.996**
242.823***
(208.635)
(123.462)
(111.576)
(92.313)
Population density
0.380**
0.493***
(0.150)
(0.157)
Perc. non-white population
60.827**
(23.731)
Perc. population aged 60+
−102.025*
(52.980)
Perc. population female
67.810
(363.291)
Sex-race-age distributiond
No
No
No
Yes
State fixed effects
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Venue county (1 = yes, 0 = no)
No
No
Yes
Yes
Panel B. Cumulative number of COVID-19 deaths per million populationb
Cum. number of games
13.349
15.227**
13.817**
(11.871)
(6.389)
(5.380)
Population density
0.013
(0.008)
Confirmed COVID-19 casesc
2.940*
(1.496)
Perc. non-white population
2.317*
(1.365)
Perc. population aged 60+
−1.140
(2.601)
Perc. population female
22.435
(15.474)
Sex-race-age distributiond
No
No
No
State fixed effects
No
Yes
Yes
Venue county (1 = yes, 0 = no)
No
No
Yes

13.168***
(4.659)
0.024**
(0.010)
2.765*
(1.655)

Yes
Yes
Yes

Notes: The number of observations is 242. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses, stars indicate
significance: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. All specifications are weighted for the total population in
a particular county. a The dependent variable in Panel A is the number of confirmed COVID-19 infections per
million inhabitants on April 30, 2020 with a mean of 2,940.56 (std. dev. 4,690.66). b The dependent variable
in Panel B is the death rate, defined as the number of COVID-19 deaths per million population on April 30,
2020 with a mean of 147.91 (std. dev. 262.45). The number of games measures all NBA and NHL games which
took place between March 1 and March 12. c The number of confirmed COVID-19 infections per county and
1,000,000 county residents on March 13. d The sex-race-age distribution is defined as a set of 16 variables
capturing the share of the total population of sex g, of race h, and in age-group i, where h is white and non-white,
and i is 0 − 19, 20 − 39, 40 − 59, 60+.
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Figure 4 — Placebo test: Reassigning teams to non-venue counties and applying game schedule
(a) Reported cases per million population
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(b) Reported deaths per million population
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Notes: These figures presents estimates from an in-space placebo test, where we reassign venues to counties not in our data
that are closest in terms of observables to the venue counties, and apply the leagues’ game schedules to the matched placebo
counties. We use the following observable characteristics: total population, population density, share of females, share of
nonwhites, and share of elderly. See Section 6 for more information. The squares indicate the cumulative number of games
(NBA plus NHL) before suspension of the leagues (red vertical line). The hollow circles give the estimated effect of one
additional game on the cumulative number of COVID-19 cases (Panel A) and deaths (Panel B) on each day between March 13
and April 30. Each estimate comes from a separate regression, with the dependent variables being measured on different days,
and the control variables being the same as in column (4) of Table 1.
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Web Appendix
This Web appendix (not for publication) provides additional material discussed in the unpublished
manuscript “Mass Gatherings Contributed to Early COVID-19 Mortality: Evidence from US Sports” by
Alexander Ahammer, Martin Halla, and Mario Lackner.

Table A.1 — Descriptive statistics for main variables
By county type

Total number of games (NBA + NHL) between Mar. 1 - 11
Cumulative number of COVID-19 infections†
On March 13
On April 30
Cumulative number of COVID-19 deaths†
On March 13
On April 30

Total county population (in mio.)
Population density

Population characteristics
% female
% non-white pop.
% pop. 60+
Number of counties

Perimeter

3.74
(3.06)

3.42
(2.62)

9.08
(14.18)
3,846.71
(4,425.77)

4.90
(13.28)
2,771.76
(4,729.53)

0.05
(0.20)
211.30
(329.72)

0.02
(0.22)
136.10
(247.11)

1.79
(1.79)
3,506.84
(3,915.39)

0.38
(0.45)
822.51
(1,583.92)

51.20
(0.85)
33.50
(13.43)
18.46
(2.52)

50.57
(1.10)
16.93
(12.80)
21.68
(5.33)

38

Notes: Sample means with standard deviations in parentheses.
† Per

Venue

one million population.

A.1
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Table A.2 — Correlation of the number of NBA and NHL games between March 1 and March 11 with observed
county characteristics
Venue counties
(1)
Population density
Share male, white, 20–39
Share male, white, 40–59
Share male, white, 60+
Share male, non-white, <20
Share male, non-white, 20–39
Share male, non-white, 40–59
Share male, non-white, 60+
Share female, white, <20
Share female, white, 20-39
Share female, white, 40–59
Share female, white, 60+
Share female, non-white, <20
Share female, non-white, 20–39
Share female, non-white, 40–59
Share female, non-white, 60+
Max. Temperature April
State fixed effects
Venue county
Number of Observations

−0.0005
(0.0003)
20.727
(13.567)
11.795
(12.780)
16.726
(13.428)
56.351**
(23.373)
7.285
(12.108)
15.308
(17.065)
17.383
(13.664)
34.337
(26.370)
14.738
(12.368)
23.455
(14.448)
17.258
(12.644)
−28.196
(17.411)
25.471
(16.127)
26.287**
(10.810)
15.691
(14.903)
−0.107
(0.071)
No
No
38

All counties
(2)
0.0003
(0.0002)
−1.849
(2.621)
−1.915
(3.889)
−2.498
(2.055)
0.620
(3.615)
−1.188
(3.317)
−7.565
(5.209)
1.712
(5.211)
−2.874
(4.476)
−1.212
(2.145)
−1.070
(2.063)
−0.919
(2.826)
−6.000
(4.258)
−2.203
(2.887)
6.390*
(3.402)
−4.494
(4.478)
0.146
(0.200)
Yes
Yes
242

Notes: In this table we test whether the cumulative number of NBA and NHL
games between March 1 and March 12 is correlated with observable county
characteristics. In column (1) we only consider the 38 venue counties, in column
(2) the sample consists of all 242 venue and perimeter counties. For the latter,
we cluster standard errors on the state level. Stars indicate significance: *
p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Figure A.1 — Change in reported COVID-19 cases and deaths per venue and perimeter county over time
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Notes: This figures displays the evolution of the number of reported COVID-19 cases (a) and deaths (b) for each venue county
in our data. The left dot is always the number of cases per million population on March 13, while the right dot is the number
of cases per million population on April 30. Additionally, we calculate averages of cases and deaths from March 13 and April
30 over the counties adjacent to NBA or NHL venues in each state, which we call the ‘perimeter.’
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Figure A.2 — Average ticket sales by NBA and NHL game between February 1 and March 11
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Notes: This figure displays the average number of tickets sold for all NBA and NHL games held between February 1 and March
11 in venues located in the US. On March 12, the NBA canceled two games before tip-off. After March 11, both leagues
suspended their seasons indefinitely.
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Figure A.3 — Robustness check: Leave-one-out sampling
(a) Reported cases per million population
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(b) Reported deaths per million population
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Notes: For this robustness check we estimate our model 31 times, each time leaving out one of the US states. For each
left-out state on the horizontal axis, we then provide the estimated effect on COVID-19 cases (panel A) and deaths (panel B).
In particular, the hollow circles represent the estimated effect of one additional game on the cumulative number of cases in
Panel A and deaths in Panel B by April 30. The control variables are the same as in column (4) of Table 1.
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Figure A.4 — Robustness check: No population weights (left) and clustered standard errors (right)
(A.1) Cases, no population weighting

(B.1) Cases, clustered standard errors
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Notes: These figures show how our regression results change when we use no population weights (left-hand side) and clustered standard errors (right-hand side), for both cases (Panels A.1 and
A.2) and deaths (Panels B1. and B.2). The squares indicate the cumulative number of games (NBA plus NHL) before suspension of the leagues (red vertical line). The hollow circles give the
estimated effect of one additional game on the cumulative number of COVID-19 cases and deaths on each day between March 13 and April 30. Each estimate comes from a separate regression,
with the dependent variable being measured on different days, and the control variables being the same as in column (4) of Table 1.

